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1 Background and motivation

We’ve discussed RAM And Flash in class. These are two distinct types of memory used in pretty
much every central processing unit (CPU), from the venerable Arduino 32u4 microcontroller to the
newfangled RasPi model 4B which is a full fledged computer.

We built up from single MOSFETs to logic gates to latches to RAM. And we saw how added
a floating gate to FETS enabled flash memory technology. Wow! Now, what does this actually
mean in practice? We know that flash is non-volatile storage needed to store the binary executable
instructions. The more complex the code, the more flash that is needed. As for RAM, we know it is
essentially the temporary working memory, the “desk space” to multitask so to speak. More RAM
is generally a good thing, especially if you want to run computationally intensive code or remember
a lot of measurements taken over several days (looking at you, Team Swim Stroke Counter and
Team Hydroponic Garden!) or do a lot of things at once such as read a bunch of sensors, compute
something, turn on an LED or motor (Hello, Team Biomedical Mood Bracelet!....and Puck Buddies
Air Hockey).

2 Microcontroller Playground: Flash and RAM Usage in MCUs

Let’s do a few quick coding experiments to investigate Flash RAM usage in your standard micro-
controller, Arduino UnoR3, Feather 32u4, Teensy 4.1, or whatever you have on hand.

The main idea here is to program the MCU to execute increasingly memory intensive tasks and
quantify how Flash and RAM usage change accordingly. It would be really useful to make a data
table as you go with headings of Program Name/brief description; Flash usage; RAM usage. That
will make it easy to compare and contrast.

Flash memory is easy to measure—the Arduino IDE reports it directly to you (See Fig 1,
orange arrow).

The “dynamic memory” usage reported (See Fig 1, blue arrow) tallies only the RAM1 usage
for global variables2 The total RAM usage consists of the global variables “dynamic memory” plus
other RAM used in the remainder of the code.

Measuring total RAM usage definitely doable, but non-trivial. To get started measuring RAM,
see/read this very helpful tutorial on Adafruit (the source of so many good things in Electronics

1specifically SRAM; see post #11 at this Arduino forum thread for more info
2These are variables declared outside of setup() and loop(). They are called global because they can be accessed

and modified anywhere throughout the entire sketch (which is sometimes good, but sometimes perilous).
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https://forum.arduino.cc/index.php?topic=669478.0


Figure 1: Arduino IDE reporting flash memory usage (orange arrow) and RAM usage solely due
to global variables declared (blue arrow). Note this is different than total RAM used.

land!): https://learn.adafruit.com/memories-of-an-arduino. The whole article is a great
read. The details on how to measure memory are on the cleverly named “Measuring Memory
Usage” page (see table of contents at left column of webpage).

The code example can be copied and pasted into your sketch. Make sure to place it outside
of setup() and loop(). The easiest way is just copy and paste it into the first few lines of your
code. Note this code defines a function called freeMemory(), which you can (and must) call in
the either setup or loop. You can see an example of usage here: https://github.com/mpflaga/

Arduino-MemoryFree/blob/master/examples/BareMinimum/BareMinimum.ino.

Now on with the show! Firstly, look up and record the Flash and RAM specs for your device.
They should be easy to find online—though you may need to read the fine print in tech specs.

Then for each of the following, compile, upload, and record how much flash and RAM usage.

1. Let’s start with just about the easiest entry point: Compile and upload the world-famous
blink.ino sketch. Record how much flash and RAM is used.

2. Now let’s try another common operation, reading a sensor value. Open the AnalogRead-
Serial.ino sketch (look under File/Examples/Basics). It might be fun and instructive to
actually read a changing voltage—e.g. connect a pot as indicated in the analog serial read
tutorial: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/BuiltInExamples/ReadAnalogVoltage.

3. Now try analog reads the TimeOne interrupt library. By including the library with #include

,TimerOne.h>, you are actually including a whole library worth of lines in your code—this
is like pulling a book off the shelf and reading out the entire contents, conveniently packaged
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https://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/BuiltInExamples/ReadAnalogVoltage


into a single line.

4. Next let’s try upping the ante a bit. Open the Smoothing.inosketch. Look under File/Examples/Analog.
Note this sketch computes a running average of 10 samples.

5. Then change the number of readings being averaged to 100. Same thing, report Flash and
RAM usage. Try increasing the number of reading to 1000. Can your MCU even accommodate
this? At any point does it scream “Sorry, no room at the inn– I don’t have enough Flash or
RAM!”?

6. Now let’s try something a little different: controlling a servo motor. These are very com-
monly used in robotics projects as well as other applications with any motor control. Open
the Sweep.ino sketch. Feel free to connect a servo, if you have one (though doing so isn’t
necessary to measure Flash and RAM you don’t have to). Look under File/Examples/Servo.
Notice that you have to include the servo library via the line of code #include <Servo.h>.
This single line of code in this sketch actually includes many lines of code from the Servo
library. Under the hood, Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signals actually control the ser-
vos operation. You are encouraged to read more this really quick and helpful servo mo-
tor intro here(10 min well worth your while): https://www.jameco.com/Jameco/workshop/
Howitworks/how-servo-motors-work.html

7. Now try combining analog read, servo, and blinking all in the same code. You’ll need to copy
and paste various bits and pieces together

8. Last but not least, dive into your own (preliminary) code for your own projects! What sensors
are you connecting too? What libraries have you included? Based on your results above, make
a rough estimate for the total Flash RAM you will need for your project work, then measure
the actual usage! Identify a few MCUs that have sufficient RAM for your design. Namely, is
the one in your hands sufficient?
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